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\section*{ABSTRACT}
In an age-layered evolutionary algorithm, candidates are evaluated on a small number of samples first; if they seem promising, they are evaluated with more samples, up to the entire training set. In this manner, weak candidates can be eliminated quickly, and evolution can proceed faster. In this paper, the fitness-level method is used to derive a theoretical upper bound for the runtime of \( (k + 1) \) age-layered evolutionary strategy, showing a significant potential speedup compared to a non-layered counterpart. The parameters of the upper bound are estimated experimentally in the 11-Multiplexer problem, verifying that the theory can be useful in configuring age layering for maximum advantage. The predictions are validated in a practical implementation of age layering, confirming that 60-fold speedups are possible with this technique.
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\section*{1. INTRODUCTION}
The most computationally expensive part of running an evolutionary algorithm is the fitness evaluation. In many domains it requires extensive computations, perhaps running a simulation, or even interacting with a physical system. Moreover, most of such evaluations are spent on candidates that will be promptly discarded. In order for the evolutionary operators to be creative, i.e. to discover unexpected and novel solutions, they will have to generate many candidates that turn out to be evolutionary dead ends \cite{23, 26}. If it was possible to identify and discard such candidates quickly, evolutionary algorithms could be much more efficient.

Many methods have been developed with this goal in mind. Most of them are based on approximating the fitness of a candidate quickly, and spending full fitness evaluations only on a few selected candidates (see \cite{11} for a review). \textit{Age layering} \cite{8, 9} is a particularly simple and general such method that has been shown effective in particular in domains where fitness approximation is possible through an increasing number of samples. Each new candidate is first evaluated with a small set of samples. If its performance is good on that set, it will be evaluated on a further set of samples in the next layer; if not, it will be discarded. In this manner, bad candidates are eliminated quickly, speeding up evolution.

Age-layering has been found to work well experimentally \cite{8, 21}. However, in order to build practical applications using it, and to improve it further, it is helpful to understand how and why it works, how its parameters affect its performance, and what its expected speedup would be on a given problem. Providing such guidelines for age layering is the goal of this paper.

First, an upper bound for the runtime of an age-layered evolutionary strategy will be derived theoretically, using the well-known fitness-level method of analysis \cite{14, 25}. Second, the parameters of this bound will be approximated experimentally on an example problem: the 11-Multiplexer. The idea is that the theory can then inform how age-layering should be set up to obtain maximum benefit. This approach indeed leads to insights: Age-layering balances the savings of discarding bad candidates early with the cost of having to generate more good candidates (because sometimes good candidates are discarded prematurely). Furthermore, there is a sweet spot where these two factors are balanced and where the benefit from age layering is the greatest.

Third, these conclusions are validated empirically on a practical implementation of an age-layered evolutionary strategy \cite{21}. The empirical results are consistent with the theory, confirming both the upper bound and the sweet spot, and suggesting that the theoretical results can be used as a guideline to get maximum benefit from age layering in practice. The paper thus confirms age layering as a robust and effective fitness-estimation technique, suggesting that 60-fold speedups are possible in practice.

Below, related work in fitness estimation methods is first briefly discussed. The fitness-level method for theoretical runtime analysis of evolutionary algorithms is reviewed, and the age-layering method defined. A theoretical runtime upper bound for \( (k + 1) \) age-layered evolutionary strategy is derived, and then approximated in order to make it possible to instantiate it with empirical parameter estimates from the 11-Multiplexer domain. The conclusions are then validated in a practical implementation of evolutionary strategy in this domain.
2. BACKGROUND

Related work on efficient fitness estimation is first discussed and the fitness-level method of analyzing evolutionary algorithms reviewed. The age-layered algorithm is then outlined and the terminology and notation used throughout the paper presented.

2.1 Fitness Estimation

Several techniques have been developed to make fitness evaluation more efficient. Most of these are based on some way of approximating fitness in a more efficient manner [11]. Perhaps the most versatile of these, if knowledge intensive, is surrogate optimization: Instead of evaluating candidates on the actual fitness function, a surrogate function is used that is faster to compute [12]. The crucial candidates are then tested periodically for their actual fitness. Optimization of physical systems can often be done in this manner [5, 6, 24], and it is a crucial component of bilevel optimization as well [15, 22].

However, surrogate fitness functions may not always be available, or they may not be fast or accurate enough. A more general approach is to use the parent’s performance as a surrogate: It is always available, fast, and usually a good model (since only the best candidates are selected as parents). A good strategy therefore is to generate many offspring and evaluate fully only those that behave similarly to their parents [16]. An obvious disadvantage is that sometimes also good candidates, which may be more innovative and thereby different from the parents, are thrown away prematurely.

A third approach is to estimate the fitness of a candidate based on fitnesses around it, that is, the fitness of its parents, associated candidates, or a small sample population [1, 17, 20]. It may also be possible to predict fitness based on fitness history and types of evolutionary operations used [7, 13]. While these methods are helpful in many cases, in more complex problems it is difficult to predict fitness in this manner [4].

This paper focuses on age layering [8, 9], a simple yet effective method where fitness estimation is based on partial computation of the fitness function itself. It is most appropriate where the fitness calculation is based on a number of samples, so that it can be estimated with few samples quickly. Age layers are thus defined on the number of samples over which the candidate has been evaluated. Note that this technique is distinctly different from similarly named Age-Layered Population Structure (ALPS) method [10]. ALPS partitions populations into layers according to generations, with the main goal of maintaining diversity. Age layering in this paper is more closely related to the Early Stopping method in evolutionary robotics, where a complex evaluation is terminated if it is guaranteed not to produce offspring even if evaluated fully [3, 18]. However, early stopping methods are specifically designed for a particular robot and evaluation task. Of the fitness estimation methods, age layering is therefore arguably the most straightforward and general: It is based simply on reliability of the fitness estimates, i.e. the number of samples used to evaluate the candidates. It will therefore be the focus of the analysis in this paper.

2.2 Fitness-Level Method

The fitness-level method [14, 25] for analyzing the runtime of evolutionary algorithms splits the search space of a given problem into $m$ partitions $P_i, P_2, \ldots, P_m$ such that $P_i <_j P_{i+1}, \forall i \in [1; m-1]$, and $P_m$ contains the global optima of the problem. That is, the fitness of the elements in $P_i$ is lower than the fitness of all the elements belonging to the partitions $P_{i+1}, \ldots, P_m$.

Let us assume that the probability of generating an improvement from an element in partition $P_i$ (that is, of generating an element in a partition $P_h$ where $h \in [i+1..m]$), is bound from below by $s_i > 0$. Then, an upper bound on the expected number of evaluations required to reach a global optimum can be obtained [14, 25] as:

$$n = \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} \frac{1}{s_i}.$$  

Note that the number of evaluations is used as proxy for the running time of the algorithm.

For simplicity, the fitness-level method is usually formulated for the $(1 + 1)$ Evolutionary Strategy [14, 25]. This way, the number of evaluations equals the number of generations. However, the same analysis extends to populations as well, and parallel islands of populations, as long as the strategy is elitist, i.e. the best fitness value in the population can only increase because the best candidates are retained in the population. In the following, such an extension is introduced where the population consists of a maximum of $k$ elite candidates organized into age layers.

2.3 Age-Layering Method

The age-layering method maintains layers with candidates evaluated on different numbers of samples. The general idea is to evaluate only promising candidates on all the available training data, and to discard poorly performing candidates early on. This way, these bad candidates are discarded after a few partial evaluations, and the total number of fitness evaluations is reduced.

Let us define age as the number of fitness samples upon which a candidate has been validated. The population is structured into layers that correspond to different discrete ages. The result is a layered population in which candidates are sorted by the amount of data used for their evaluation. More specifically, the minimum number of samples for estimating fitness is $a$, also called the maturity age (note that generally $a > 30$ in order to obtain statistically reliable estimates). A candidate in layer $k$ has thus been evaluated on $k \times a$ samples.

Figure 1 illustrates the simplest layered algorithm, a $(k+1)$ Layered Evolutionary Strategy, or $(k+1)$ LES, where a maximum of $k$ candidates of the population are distributed into $k$ layers. Informally, the process is initialized by setting the current population fitness to 0, generating the first candidate randomly, and placing it in the first age layer. In every generation thereafter, three steps take place:

Aging of the current population: Each candidate currently in the population in layers $1, j - 1$ is evaluated with a new sample and its fitness is updated. If this fitness is worse than the current population fitness, the candidate is discarded; otherwise it is advanced to the next age layer.

Updating the population fitness: If there is a candidate at layer $k$ and its fitness is greater than the current population fitness $i$, the population fitness is updated; if further that fitness is the optimal fitness, the
1. Set current population fitness level \( i = 0 \)
2. Create initial candidate randomly and place in age layer 1
3. For age layers \( j = 1 \) to \( k - 1 \)
   - If there is a previous candidate in layer \( j \)
     - Evaluate it with \( a \) samples
   - If candidate’s fitness level \( \geq i \)
     - Advance candidate from layer \( j \) to \( j + 1 \)
   - Else
     - Remove the candidate
4. If a candidate was promoted to layer \( k \)
   - Remove the previous candidate in layer \( k \)
   - Update \( i := \) candidate’s fitness level
   - If \( i = m \)
     - Return the candidate in layer \( k \) as the solution
5. Create new candidate from population and place in layer 1
6. Go to 3.

The notation used in the analysis is adopted from earlier work [14], and augmented with age-layering parameters:

- \( m \) is the number of partitions or fitness levels.
- \( s_k \) is the lower-bound probability of finding an improvement from a candidate in partition \( P_k \).
- \( n \) is the number of fitness evaluations required to reach a global optimum of the problem.
- \( N \) is the number of samples in the dataset.
- \( k \) is the number of age layers in which the population of the algorithm is divided.
- \( a \) is the number of samples used at each partial evaluation, i.e. the maturity age.
- \( p \) is the upper bound of the probability of a partially evaluated bad candidate advancing to the next age layer.
- \( c \) is the upper bound of the probability of a partially evaluated good candidate advancing to the next age layer.

### 2.4 Terminology

The following terminology will be used throughout the paper:

- **Fitness level**: one of the buckets in the partitioning of fitness values into discrete ranges.
- **Population fitness**: fitness level of the current candidate in the top age layer \( k \).
- **Sample**: a subset of the dataset \((X^1, Y^1), \ldots, (X^N, Y^N)\)
  where \( Y \) is the correct output for the input \( X \).
- **Partial evaluation**: a fitness evaluation based on a set of samples smaller than the entire dataset.
- **Estimated fitness**: the fitness assigned to an candidate as a result of a partial evaluation.
- **True fitness**: the fitness of an candidate evaluated on all available samples.
- **Age**: number of data subsets upon which a given candidate has been evaluated.
- **Age layer**: set of candidates with the same age.

### 3. ANALYSIS OF AGE LAYERING

In this section, a theoretical upper bound for the runtime of \((k+1)\) LES is derived. Conclusions about how, why, and when it works well are then drawn in the 11-Multiplexer domain. The results are validated in comparison with experimental runs of a practical implementation of LES on this domain.

#### 3.1 An Upper Bound for \((k+1)\) LES

First, let us count how many evaluations are needed without age layering, or equivalently, when each candidate is evaluated at all \( k \) layers. At each layer, each candidate is
evaluated with a samples (called maturity age), and thus all \( N = ak \) fitness samples in total. At each fitness level, 1/si - 1 bad candidates need to be generated in average to find one good candidate that advances to a higher level. The number of evaluations is therefore bound by

\[
n < \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} \frac{ak}{si}.
\]

(2)

This is an upper bound estimate of the number of evaluations needed to advance the first candidate into the top fitness level in an evolutionary process that does not take advantage of age-layering.

In the age-layered algorithm, however, the candidates are not always evaluated with all \( ak \) examples: if a partial evaluation suggests that a candidate has a low fitness, it is not evaluated further. Discarding bad candidates early is desirable because it saves evaluations. On the other hand, a small number of good candidates are also likely to be discarded in this manner because they look bad (so they could be called “ugly” candidates). Therefore, in order to detect one good candidate, on average it is necessary to generate candidates, where \( c_i \) is the probability that an actual good candidate will advance to the next level. It is a product of probabilities that a good candidate advances through all age layers, i.e.

\[
c_i = c_i,1c_i,2...c_i,k-1.
\]

(4)

Let \( p_{i,j} \) be the probability that a bad candidate at level \( i \) is advanced from layer \( j \) to layer \( j+1 \). The expected number of evaluations spent on this candidate is

\[
n_{ib} = a + ap_{i,1} + ap_{i,1}p_{i,2} + ... + ap_{i,1}p_{i,2}...p_{i,k-1} = akib.
\]

(5)

Similarly, the number of evaluations spent on a good candidate is

\[
n_{ig} = a + ac_{i,1} + ac_{i,1}c_{i,2} + ... + ac_{i,1}c_{i,2}...c_{i,k-1} = akig.
\]

(6)

The ratio of good/bad candidates is at least \( s_i/(1 - s_i) \), so the number of evaluations at layer \( i \) is

\[
n_i < \frac{akib(1 - s_i) + akigsi}{c_is_i},
\]

(7)

and the total number of evaluations is bound by

\[
n < \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} \frac{akib(1 - s_i) + akigsi}{c_is_i} = \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} \frac{akib(1 - s_i)}{c_is_i} + \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} \frac{akig}{ci}.
\]

(8)

Thus, the number of evaluations spent to find a good candidate is the sum of those for the bad and the ugly.

### 3.2 Theoretical Advantage

In order to validate the bound it needs to be turned into a form where its parameters \( p_{i,j}, c_{i,j} \), and \( s_i \) can be estimated experimentally. The first insight is that \( p_{i,j} \) and \( c_{i,j} \) derive from the accuracy of estimation, and therefore they can be assumed to be the same at all levels \( i \). Thereby the first subscript can be dropped, and \( p_j \) and \( c_j \) estimated in a Monte Carlo simulation instead of having to run evolution to create fitness levels. That is,

\[
\hat{c} = c_1c_2...c_{k-1},
\]

\[
\hat{k}_b = 1 + p_1 + p_1p_2 + ... + p_1p_2...p_{k-1},
\]

\[
\hat{k}_g = 1 + c_1 + c_1c_2 + ...c_1c_2...c_{k-1}.
\]

(9, 10, 11)

In such a simulation, first a large number of candidates are generated randomly; then, for different values of \( k \), the probability that candidate fitness is overestimated at different age layers is measured as \( p_j \). Assuming fitness is scaled between \([0, 1]\), overestimation occurs when

\[
|k\hat{f}_c| > |k\hat{f}_g|,
\]

(12)

where \( f_c \) is the estimated fitness and \( f_g \) the true fitness of the candidate. Note that estimating \( p_j \) in this manner gives us an upper bound: It is based on overestimation of at least one level, whereas in actual evolution, candidates generated at level \( i \) may have fitness lower than \( i \), requiring overestimation of more than one level. Similarly, the probability that a candidate fitness is underestimated is \( 1 - c_j \), and an upper bound for it obtained analogously to Equation 12.

In general it is difficult to estimate the \( s_i \). However (after first applying equations 9, 10, and 11), equation 8 can be rewritten as

\[
n < \hat{k}_b \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} \frac{1}{si} + (m - 1)\left(\frac{\hat{k}_g - \hat{k}_b}{\hat{c}}\right).
\]

(13)

The \( \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} \frac{1}{si} \) can then be estimated from converged non-layered evolutionary runs by

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m-1} \frac{1}{si} < g_i/N,
\]

(14)

where \( g_i \) is the number of candidates generated in that run, and \( N \) is the number of fitness levels (which is equivalent to the number of samples).

To test these ideas, the 11-Multiplexer problem was used as the test domain. Multiplexer functions have long been used to evaluate machine-learning methods because they are difficult to learn but easy to check. In general, the input to the multiplexer function consists of \( u \) address bits \( A_i \) and \( 2^u \) data bits \( D_i \), i.e., it is a string of length \( u + 2^u \) of the form \( A_{u-1}...A_1A_0D_{u-1}...D_1D_0 \). The value of the multiplexer function is the value (0 or 1) of the particular data bit that is singled out by the \( u \) address bits. For example, for the 11-Multiplexer, where \( u = 3 \), if the three address bits \( A_2A_1A_0 \) are 110, then the multiplexer singles out data bit number 6 (i.e. \( D_6 \)) to be its output.

A Boolean function with \( u + 2^u \) arguments has \( 2^{u + 2^u} \) rows in its truth table. Thus, the sample space for the Boolean multiplexer is of size \( 2^{u + 2^u} \). When \( u = 3 \), the search space is of size \( 2^{211} = 2^{2048} \approx 10^{616} \). However, since evolution can also generate redundant expressions that are all logically equal, the real size of the search space can be much larger, depending on the representation.

Following prior work on the 11-Multiplexer problem [21], a rule-based representation was used where each candidate specifies a set of rules of the type

\[
<\text{rule}>::=<\text{conditions}>::=<\text{action}>.
\]

The conditions specify values on the bit string and the action identifies the index of the bit whose value is then output. For
instance, the following rule outputs the value of data bit 6 when the first three bits are 110:

\[ < A_0 = 0 \& A_1 = 1 \& !A_2 = 0 \rightarrow D_6. \]

These rules are evolved through the usual genetic operators in genetic programming [2].

To estimate the parameters of equation 13, 4000 independent candidates were created for the 11-Multiplexer problem. Their fitness was estimated at different layers (with \( N = 2048, a = 32 \) and \( k = 64 \)) by drawing independent samples with replacement among the 2048 different cases and seeing how often they gave the correct value as output. The resulting estimates of \( p_j \) and \( c_j \) at different age layers are shown in Figure 2. They are midrange with a small number of samples, but become more extreme very quickly, and are near zero and one at the highest layers. Similarly, \( \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \) was estimated by averaging equation 14 over 10 successful non-layered evolutionary runs, obtaining an estimate of 255,200.

Figure 3 shows (in red bars) the theoretical upper bound thus estimated for different values of \( a \). These bounds are much lower than the corresponding upper bound for non-layered evolution with the same \( s_i \), which (following equation 2) is \( 2048 \times 255,200 = 522,649,600 \). The best advantage occurs in the midrange of \( a \), i.e. at 128. This result suggest that if \( a \) is chosen properly, significant speedups are possible in theory. The next question is: Does this prediction hold in practice?

3.3 Empirical Advantage

An interesting validation of the theory is to compare its predictions with results with a practical implementation of LES, such as the EC-Star platform for evolutionary computation [9, 19, 21]). Its most general form, EC-Star implements a distributed version of LES on multiple population islands. For this comparison, a single-population version of LES was created in it. This algorithm differs from the theoretical \((k+1)\) LES in three ways: First, it utilizes a larger population of candidates: Instead of one offspring, \( q_1 \) offspring are generated for Layer 1 in Steps 2 and 5 of the algorithm (Figure 1b), and instead of one candidate in each age layer, an elite population of \( q_2 < q_1 \) candidates are maintained in total over all layers. Second, instead of aging candidates using a previously unseen samples, those samples are selected randomly (with replacement) from the entire dataset for each generation. Third, instead of a global fitness level \( i \), separate fitness levels are maintained for each age layer; the process stops when fitness for layer \( k = m \). These three features were found experimentally to be useful in EC-Star and were thus retained in the comparison. An interesting question is: Does the upper bound still hold, and can it be used to determine good settings for the parameters such as \( a \) (or equivalently, \( k \))?

In the experiments, this practical implementation of LES was run with parameters found to be effective in prior work with EC-Star [21]: The population size was 4000. In each generation, the top 8% of the population (based on estimated fitness in all age layers) was passed on to the next generation. The top 20% of the population was used to generate 89% of the offspring, with 11% of it generated randomly. The population was aged once in each such generation.

Figure 3 shows (in blue bars) the number of evaluations needed to solve the 11-Multiplexer problem using LES, estimated both theoretically and empirically. The experimental results are averages over 10 runs; the number of samples in each age layer is shown in the x-axis. A non-age-layered ES (not shown) requires over 522,649,600 evaluations; age layering is thus a significant advantage in all cases. The best theoretical value, 8,804,207 is obtained when \( a = 128 \), resulting in a 60-fold speedup. The experimental results are based on a practical implementation of LES; the upper bound is still valid (and tight), and the same \( a = 128 \) results in best performance of 8,294,400 and a 63-fold speedup. These results suggest that the theory is indeed useful in configuring LES in practice.
with \( a = 128 \), resulting in a 60-fold speedup over non-age-layered evolution, as predicted by the theory. The results thus suggest that the theory is useful in configuring practical implementations of LES, and that the EC-Star platform is a good way to implement it.

4. **FUTURE WORK**

It is possible to extend this work in several ways. First, it may be possible to extend the theory to take more of the practical constraints into account. For instance, population size limitations make it more difficult for new candidates to enter the population. Evolutionary selection biases new candidates towards higher fitness, which should be taken into account in the Monte Carlo estimates. Such extensions should make the bounds even more tight, but they should also lead to practical guidelines on how those parameters should be set for best performance.

Another interesting direction is to extend the theory to distributed implementations of evolutionary computation such as the distributed version of EC-Star [19]. Based on the fitness-level method, upper bounds have been derived to several problems and parallel topologies [14]; the age-layered extension could be applied to those as well. Assuming a fully connected topology, the idealized version developed in this paper is straightforward to extend, but the practical constraints of managing the layers in the server are more challenging.

Third, it would be interesting to apply the techniques developed in this paper to other problems. They should work as is on many problems where fitness is based on sampling, such as the medical informatics task where age-layering was first developed [8, 9]. An interesting issue is how well the Monte Carlo simulation will work on problems with much larger and more structured search space. If such a simulation is available, the payoffs can be significant.

5. **CONCLUSION**

Age layering is a simple and general method for improving the runtime of evolutionary algorithms. It allows allocating evaluation cycles where it matters, by making it possible to identify and discard bad candidates quickly. This paper gives theoretical insight into this process, showing that the method balances the savings on bad candidates with the cost of having to generate more good ones. Moreover, a sweet spot exists between these factors where the age layering performs the best. These factors can be characterized by estimating the parameters of the theory experimentally, and using the theory to draw conclusions. A comparison with a practical implementation of layered evolutionary strategy demonstrates that these conclusions are valid, and 60-fold speedups are possible in practice. Age layering is thus a promising approach to improving performance of evolutionary algorithms.
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